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CONFERENCE
OVERVIEW
It is with great pleasure I am writing to you
with an invitation to speak at The 3rd
Annual Process & Business Improvement
Conference taking place on the 17th of
September 2020 in Central London.
We would be absolutely delighted to have
you involved in the conference, sharing
your unique insights and experiences.
This year we will focus on engaging people
around process and business improvement,
exploiting tech opportunities and
sustaining improvements long term.
Sessions are reserved ever so quickly so if
you would like to reserve a speaking slot or
if you have any questions, please do let me
know.
Best wishes,
Panny Zaris
Conference Producer
Global Insight Conferences
panny@globalinsightconferences.com
+44 (0)203 479 2299

WHY SPEAK?
One-Day, Brand-Led Event
30 Cross-Sector
Free Attendance For Speakers
Discounts For Colleagues &
Contacts
Senior-Level Networking
Personal and Brand
Recognition

OPPORTUNITIES:
Co-Chair the morning or
afternoon
Present A Session (20
minutes)
Join A Panel (30 minutes)
Lead An Informal Peer-ToPeer Discussion

Brought To You By GIC, Creators Of Sell-Out Sister Events Including:

Panny Zaris, +44 203 479 2299 panny@globalinsightconferences.com

Whether you are interested
in taking a presentation
slot in front of the entire
delegation or leading a
more informal group
breakout discussion session,
we have something for you.
We also welcome your
ideas for the programme,
but please note that while
we do our best to include
specific case studies or
topic suggestions, the
agenda is tailored to our
audience research, focusing
on the 'hot topics' our
researchees wanted to hear
about.

THE
AGENDA

Agenda At A Glance
MORNING SESSIONS

AM Co-Chairs
1. Engaging Teams, Changing
Cultures - Panel
2. Tech Efficiencies
3. Automation: Tech Implementation In
Practice
4. Strategy & Vision

AFTERNOON SESSIONS

PM Co-Chairs
5. Methodologies - Panel
6. Sustaining Improvements
7. Measuring Results
8. Overcoming Barriers - Panel
9. Engaging Leaders, Securing Buy-In

LUNCHTIME PEER-TO-PEER DISCUSSIONS
A) Pace Of Change
B) Psychology Of People
C) Lean
D) Agile

E) Grassroot Engagement
F) PEX In An Office Environment
G) Interactive Team Engagement Games

Chair The Morning Or Afternoon
Share opening/closing remarks, introduce speakers and facilitate panels and
Q&A - a great way to have a presence on the day, with no presentation
needed.
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Morning Sessions
1. Engaging Teams, Changing Cultures - Panel
Engage People, Change Cultures & Embed Improvement Into Your Team’s DNA For
Successful, Sustained Process & Business Improvements
· Overcome the fear factor! Engage employees to embrace change and allay fears
around loss of job security to move towards change-ready, improvement-centric
cultures
· What does good communication look like? Unlock methods to change mindsets,
meaningfully involve people in the improvement process and achieve tangible
transformations
· Up-skill and motivate teams to create change communities that approach
improvement with positive mindsets and out-of-the-box ideas
· Encourage grass-root engagement to drive the power of ideas from the front-line and
establish in-the-loop feedback for sustained improvements

2. Tech Efficiencies
Capitalise On Emerging Technologies & New Tools To Simplify Processes, Drive
Efficiencies & Really Reap The Benefits Of Digital Innovation
· As we all move online, discover the tools and tech driving process efficiencies in the
digital space
· Assess when and where to implement robust digital capabilities and technologies to
simplify processes, increase productivity and maximise profits
· Living in a data-driven world! Explore methods to collect, analyse, visualise and
share data across the organisation as a whole
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Morning Sessions
3. Automation: Tech Implementation In Practice

AI, Machine Learning, RPA…Capitalise On Evolving Technologies & Automation
Opportunities To Implement Organisational Goals & Drive Business-Wide Improvements
· Assess organisational needs and benchmark outcomes to ensure optimal RPA and
digital automation strategies which tangibly support and add value to the business
· Break through barriers to effective RPA implementation and integration to maximise the
true potential of tech
· Explore RPA opportunities for 2020 and beyond! How will automation continue to
evolve from its manufacturing origins to support all businesses?

4. Strategy & Vision

Avoid Improvement For Improvement's Sake! Ensure Process & Business Improvement Is
Closely Tied To Organisational Goals To Secure Business-Backing & Results
· Revenue, productivity, costs, customer or employee engagement, environmental
impact... don’t lose sight of why! How can you ensure every improvement strategy is
aligned to C-suite's goals and the bigger picture?
· How do you get the top-down, side-to-side conversations happening to refocus
everyone to be on the same page?
· When the pressure is on! Prioritise the improvements which will gain the biggest results
and make the most of the cumulative power of small improvements
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Lunch-Time
Peer-To-Peer Disucssions
Share your experiences and insights and encourage discussion and best-practice sharing
in a small, informal group for approx. 20 mins during the lunch break - no presentation
needed. Feel free to suggest a topic, or choose from the below:

A) Pace Of Change
B) Psychology Of People
C) Lean
D) Agile

"Great speakers, genuine experience
sharing."
Premier Foods
PEX 2019 Attendee
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E) Grassroot Engagement
F) PEX In An Office Environment
G) Interactive Team Engagement
Games

"Experts sharing latest best practice
and inspiring us to keep challenging."
Telefonica
PEX 2019 Attendee
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Afternoon Sessions
5. Methodologies - Panel
Critically Evaluate Existing & Evolving Methodologies To Optimise & Create Robust
Business Improvement Frameworks & Secure Process Improvement Success
· Let’s get people working smarter, not harder! Translate existing and emerging
methodologies into a robust, yet flexible, framework which works for your organisation
· Practical advice on how to bridge the gap between continuous improvement and
project management roles to achieve successful, solid improvement projects
· Systems thinking, Lean, Agile, Industry 4.0, Kaizen, Six Sigma…what’s new, what are
the strengths and limitations of current methodologies and what radical approaches
can we explore?

6. Sustaining Improvements
Overcome Change Fatigue, Resistance & Wider Challenges To Sustain Improvements &
Embed Them Into Business-As-Usual
· Track and measure change and improvements beyond the 'end date' to evidence real
impact, flag up integration issues and maintain improvements
· But we’ve tried that already! What are the cultural challenges of sustaining
improvements and how do you overcome them?
· Fuel momentum and keep the story fresh to make a lasting difference: what are the
motivations and goals people can buy into to keep the energy - and project - alive?
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Afternoon Sessions
7. Measuring Results

Interpret Intangible & Hard Metrics To Determine ROI, Benchmark Performance, Assess
Progress & Measure Impact
· How to effectively collect data and analyse performance pre- and post- change to
assess and manage process and business performance
· Am I measuring the right thing? How to select the right metrics: which KPIs should we
be focusing on to realise improvement?
· Methods to effectively share and communicate live results with the whole company to
ensure you are achieving those targets with quality and speed

8. Overcoming Barriers - Panel
Identify & Overcome Barriers Through Real-Life Experience Sharing: Lessons Learnt &
Tips For Success
· Explore key blockers that prevent process improvement, what can you plan for and
what can you simply not avoid?
· People, people, people: how can you battle resistance to change and break down
barriers?
· Learn from mistakes! What lessons have you taken from experience to feed into future
planning?
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Chairing Opportunities
9. Engaging Leaders, Securing Buy-In
Win Over Leaders & Managers To Secure Buy-In Throughout Your Business & Fuel
Long-Term Process & Business Improvement
· Pitch to leaders: practical advice to communicate with and influence leaders and
bring them on-board with key decision making
· Collaborative culture: how to foster trust and belief in leadership-backed goals
rather than 'top down' approaches that don’t stick
· To what extent are your leaders role models? Coach and support leaders to live and
breathe process improvement

Alternatively... Co-Chair The Morning Or Afternoon
Share opening/closing remarks, introduce speakers and facilitate panels and Q&A - a
great way to have a presence on the day, with no presentation needed.

Panny Zaris, +44 203 479 2299 panny@globalinsightconferences.com

Previous Speakers Include...

What's Next?
The 3rd Annual Process & Business Improvement Conference
17th September 2020, Central London
To confirm you as a speaker, there are just a
few quick details we will need:
1. Your photo
2. Company logo
3. Your name, job title, company
4. A short biography
5. Contact details

Confirm Your Place Today!
Sessions are always reserved ever so
quickly, so do let me know if this
would be of interest to yourself or
someone in your team.
panny@globalinsightconferences.com
+44 (0)20 3479 2299

We Would Love To Have You Join Our
2020 Speaker Faculty...

CONFIRM YOUR PLACE TODAY!
Panny Zaris, Conference Producer
Global Insight Conferences
panny@globalinsightconferences.com
+44 (0) 20 3479 2299

